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IGNITING HUMANITY:
WE SOURCE OUR HUMANITY IN UNITY 

The Unity of all Life is the Source and Sustenance of Our Humanity
 

REGENERATING NATURE:
WE LIVE TOGETHER AS AN EARTH COMMUNITY

The Universe is a Single Family
and the Earth is our Shared and Sacred Home

 
RENEWING CULTURE:

WE NURTURE A CULTURE OF INTEGRITY AND PEACE
A Renewed Culture of Humanity

Emerges from our Infinite Diversity and Innate Unity
 

TRANSFORMING EDUCATION:
WE CULTIVATE THE WISDOM OF LIFE

Ancient, Indigenous, Emerging Knowledge
Affirms the Paradigm of the Interconnected Wholeness of Existence

 
 ACTUALIZING SYSTEMS CHANGE:

WE PIONEER A REGENERATIVE FUTURE
An Inclusive Earth Civilization Rises from our Conscious and 

Courageous Actions for a Just and Regenerative Future for all Beings
 

EMBRACING UNITY:
WE FULFIL OUR HUMANITY IN UNITY

A World that's a True Home for Humanity 
Celebrates the Indivisible Family of Life

 

We are guided by the Humanity Charter
A Collective Vision for our Times

Launched on International Peace Day 21 September 2019, 
the Humanity Charter is a collective vision for humanity’s future. 

It was developed jointly with inputs from over 1000 
pioneering changemakers and collaborators of diverse cultures, 

ages and backgrounds on all continents. 

 

WELCOME HOME
Our Shared Values - The Humanity Charter

HUMANITY CHARTER

https://youtu.be/IIWJf2ipZfY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfZ4ZwbxPsk
https://youtu.be/wfZ4ZwbxPsk
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Prof. Alexander Schieffer & Dr. Rama Mani 
Home for Humanity's 
Co-Founders and Chief Catalysts

WELCOME HOME
Greetings by Co-Founders and Co-Chairs

New Horizons over Home for Humanity, Haut Valromey, France 

Prof. Jean Houston & Dr. Youssef Mahmoud  
Home for Humanity's 
Co-Chairs

Dear friends and co-creators, 

How do we as humanity undertake the ever more pressing task of building a regenerative and
inclusive future for all life on our ravaged home planet Earth, faced with growing human
despair and ecological devastation?

The worsening Ukraine-Russia war, and its widening ramifications for the world at large,
from fuel and food shortages to political polarisation, from nuclear threats to arms deals, has
deepened the urgency of envisioning and enacting a regenerative future for all life.
It is against this dramatic backdrop that Home for Humanity pursued its mission in 2022 to
engage people of all backgrounds, cultures and ages to 'transform our divided world into a
united home for all life on Earth'. 

2022 saw an exponential expansion of our contribution and impact, far beyond our plans and
projections. We attribute this to the collective spirit that animates Home for Humanity's ever-
expanding Earth Family of integral changemakers, each of whom feels passionately called to
pioneer transformation, starting with themselves and their local home communities and
cultures, always in service to our Earth Home.

As the old story, the old paradigm and old systems disintegrate, our movement's dedication
deepens to nurture the emergence of our new common story based on a new living paradigm. As
we catalyse our personal purpose and collective social capacities, we are co-creating
regenerative systems, life-styles and communities, across our Earth. 

We invite you to journey through this Annual Report, that represents, true to our spirit, "Our
Common Story", and to join us as co-authors of a regenerative future for all life.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY -  2022

As the Home for Humanity global movement
for human and planetary regeneration, we
focus on three interconnected and mutually
supportive Programmes, based on our
Humanity Charter and its Integral Theory of
Change, to actualise: 

OUR VISION: to co-create Home on Earth: a
regenerative and inclusive future for all life, &
 
OUR MISSION: to catalyse the potential
of HUMANITY as agents of transformation, 
of HOMES to become seedbeds for ecological
and societal regeneration, and of all
CULTURES to contribute their unique
wisdom to shape an inclusive, regenerative,
just and joyful Earth Civilization for all life.

Together, we aspire to transform our divided
world into a united home for the indivisible
family of life on Earth.  

 Programme  1: 
Coming Home

Cultivating Integral Leadership 
through Transformative Education

 

Programme Focus 2: 
Pioneering Homes for Humanity

Unleashing the Power of Homes 
to Pioneer Planetary Regeneration

 

Programme 3: 
Co-Creating Earth Home

Living Earth Citizenship: 
Cultures and Artistry for Earth Civilization



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY -  2022

Design by Ama Nyarko-Jones, Uganda-Ghana-Germany 
Visual Artist working with Healing Patterns 
Member of the Humanity Team of Home for Humanity



 

Overview

In our Strategic Outlook for 2022-2024, we identified
Five Strategic Priorities to fulfill our vision and
mission. The course of events in 2022, particularly
the outbreak of war between Russia and Ukraine, and
its extensive ramifications in every corner of our
home planet Earth, deeply impacted all of us and
reshaped some programme activities. 

Given the cataclysmic challenges the Earth and
humanity faced in 2022, we responded purposefully
and proactively, while making exponential progress
towards our collective vision, and the strategic
priorities we had set ourselves for 2022-2024. 

Here we present a synthesised review of the
accomplishments towards our Five Strategic
Priorities in just one year, through the activities in
our  three programme foci, appropriately adapted to
meet the emergent realities and needs of 2022. 

Furthermore, 2022 was an awe-inspiring experience
of the power of co-creating as 'humanity in unity',
working in collaboration with co-creators, exemplary
Homes for Humanity and like-spirited partner
organisations on all continents, in service to our
Earth home. Despite limited financial funding, the
power of collective commitment and our gifting
culture of voluntarism ensured that the outcomes
and impact of our work in 2022 were of immense,
profound and lasting benefit to all life. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 2022 

Accomplishment of Strategic Priorities 
and Highlights of Three Flagship Programmes

Programmes

Priority Two: 
To support individuals to discover their true
human potential and live in unity with and
service to all life 

Accomplishments in 2022: 
This priority was fulfilled in 2022 through: 

A. Two Transformative Education Courses
for Universities
Onsite and online, to catalyse human potential
and integral leadership: 
(i) First, an onsite undergraduate course on
'Becoming Agents of Transformation' via 
St. Gallen University, Switzerland, for 24 students.
(ii) Second, an online PhD course on 'Integral
Transformative Justice and Collective Trauma' for
Meridian University (USA), for 30 students. Both
enabled students to serve a higher purpose while
fulfilling their calling. (Total 54 students)

B. Championing Integral Leaders for Future
Building:
This priority was fulfilled through a series of
individual visits and one collective integral retreat
of high-profile visionary leaders, heads of homes
for humanity, allies and partner organisations, at
the integral home campus engaged in regenerative
strategic visioning and future building. 
(Total 20 integral leaders from 14 countries, 
combined outreach in their communities of +1 million)

Priority One: 
To mentor highly committed youth to realize their
purpose and potential and to make their optimal
contribution to our shared future on Earth

Accomplishments in 2022: 
Humanity Fellowship for Integral Youth Leaders 
This first priority was fulfilled through the initiation of
the Humanity Fellowship, whereby four motivated
youths stepped into their higher integral leadership
potential. The four young Humanity Fellows served as
the Core Team supporting the expanding Home for
Humanity movement while being mentored to fulfil
their life purpose and potential. One of the Fellows is
writing her MA Thesis, and another her BA thesis, on
their work with Home for Humanity, thus contributing
to transformative education in service of society. The
two other Fellows have initiated their own Home for
Humanity projects, thus benefitting their local
communities, and impacting our common future. 

Priority Three: 
To unleash the power of homes (home-based
organisations, movements, communities),
connected across cultures, for personal and
planetary transformation 

Accomplishments in 2022: 
Homes for Humanity online course-journey
graduates 54 'Pioneers of Planetary
Regeneration in 33 countries
This priority was fulfilled beyond all expectations,
as 54 graduates from 33 countries, aged 22 to 70+
launched or reshaped their own integral initiatives
and deepened their commitment to pioneer
personal, local and planetary regeneration long-
term. 
(Total: 54 pioneers with 54 new initiatives, 
17 new Homes for Humanity, impacting +50,000 people
in 33 countries, especially Africa, Asia, Middle East)



Highlights of our 
Three Flagship Programmes

Here we illustrate our main achievements in 2022 for each
of our three key programmes. Together, they point
towards the impact of our integral approach focused on
activating the power of the "inner home", the power of
homes, and the power of culture and creativity to respond
transformatively to crises and co-create an inclusive and
regenerative Earth Civilization for the family of life. 

 

4 Youth Humanity Fellows initiated and mentored
2 Transformative Education courses for integral leadership
delivered as University Courses at undergraduate and PhD
level, one onsite and one online
6 Visionary Integral Leadership Retreats 
1 collective Humanity Quest 

Programme 1: 
Coming Home

     for future building offered onsite at Integral Home Campus

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 2022 

Strategic Focus and Highlights

Unique Transformative Education course-journey offered
online, jointly with 10 exemplary Homes for Humanity
54 graduating Pioneers of Planetary Regeneration from 
33 countries on all continents, especially Africa & Mid East.
54 new integral initiatives pioneered by graduates, with a
long-term commitment to mutually supportive collaboration
as part of the Homes for Humanity community
17 new Homes for Humanity emerged in 13 countries
(including, newly adapted and expanded homes)
12 Homes for Humanity Exemplary Home Videos. 
Emerging Earth Campus for human and planetary
regeneration through transformative education for integral
leadership and Earth Citizenship: consolidated through  ten
Exemplary Homes for Humanity, co-delivering this course
and expanded through the new Homes for Humanity. 

Programme 2: 
Pioneering Homes for Humanity

'Pioneering Pathways' published (in English & French) with
88 changemakers as co-authors, from 43 counties aged 7 to
92, to catalyse Earth Citizens as future builders. 
15 Pioneering Pathway Videos.
17 Earth Agoras: Participatory Future Building Forums for
Earth Citizens, online, onsite & hybrid, with global partners 
3 Societal Agoras (Zimbabwe, S Africa, Original Nations) 
26150 Earth citizens participating directly and indirectly 
Earth Artistry expanded: Earth Artist Award; .... short
films, 2 dedicated Songs composed for H4H, 8 co-creative
Theatre of Transformation & Integral Poetry performances. 

Programme 3: 
Co-creating Earth Home 

Priority Four: 
To harvest the wisdom, creativity and
innovations of all our diverse cultures to
shape a regenerative and inclusive
future, through Earth Agoras for Earth
Citizens

Accomplishments in 2022:
17 Earth Agoras for Future Building
with eminent global partner
organisations
This priority was fulfilled beyond all
projections through 17 Earth Agoras
(online, onsite and hybrid), convened in
collaboration with diverse global
partner organisations, universities and
movements, to maximise our outreach
and harvest the inputs of Earth Citizens
from diverse constituencies. These
included two country-wide Agoras in
Zimbabwe and South Africa, and one
planetary Agora for Indigenous leaders
of Original Nations. These Agoras also
expanded and deepened our
collaboration with like-spirited global
organisations, reinforcing humanity in
unity.  
Total: 17 Earth Agoras, ... partner
organisations, over 2000 live participants,
projected outreach 26150) 

Priority Five:
To actively generate knowledge and
develop Artistry to support the
realization of all Goals 

Accomplishments in 2022
Publication of Pioneering Pathways from
our Destructive Present to a Regenerative
Future co-authored by 88 Earth Citizens
from 43 countries aged 7 to 92, in
English and French
This priority was fulfilled through this
unique 'living publication' of art,
wisdom,  vision and practice for our
future, which emerged as our Earth-
spanning community's heartfelt
response to the Ukraine war.
(Total: 88 authors, +10,000 readers and
participants in Agoras where Pioneering
Pathways was presented to catalyse dialogue
and visions) 



first, it is the venue of the Integral home
campus of the Home for Humanity
movement, from where we catalyse and
synergise this planetary movement based
on distributive leadership and collective
ownership. 
second, it is a home for humanity in itself,
offering a role model for integral
development. 

Our Youth Humanity Fellowship is
established
2 transformative University Courses
successfully run, onsite and online
6 Future-Building Visionary Retreats  for
Integral Leaders realised
Local-Global Community Programmes
for Earth Citizens held onsite

 
COMING HOME

Overview 2022

The Coming Home programme serves two
purposes: 

Here  programmes for integral leadership are
delivered formally through onsite and online
university courses;  senior integral leaders
associated with Home for Humanity come for
strategic visionary retreats to co-envision and
actualise future building; and local-global 
 transformative community programmes are
offered to engage Earth Citizens. 

It is also from from here that our newly
initiated Youth Humanity Fellowship is run. 

In 2022, the highlights were:

PROGRAMME 1 - COMING HOME - 2022 
Cultivating Integral Leadership through Transformative Education



PROGRAMME 1 - COMING HOME - 2022
Cultivating Integral Leadership through Transformative Education

"Green Dancer" / "Danseuse Verte"
by Driss Alaoui Mdaghri
Founder, Come to My Home and Home for Humanity
Morocco 
Gifted in 2022 to 'Integral Home Campus' Earth
Artistry Gallery,  France



"Home for Humanity to me truly means love, it means belonging, it means the
deepest of interconnectedness, it means a new state of consciousness (...)." 

Kajsa Liedén, Integral Health Coach (Sweden-India)
Now Starting her Own Home for Humanity in India "Awake Well Beings" 

Youth Humanity Fellowship Established

PROGRAMME 1 - COMING HOME - 2022

Youth Humanity Fellowship

“Home for Humanity for me is a place for opportunities and innovation, where 
differences are connection points to build with each other rather than barriers." 

Matilda Sangiorgio, Bachelor Student, International Relations (Switzerland-Italy)

“For me, Home for Humanity is both a 'hand' that enables you and ensures support,
and a 'home' for inclusivity and freedom of expression. This experience has enabled
me to start my own community initiative called Ngekhaya ('Home' in Ndebele)"
Muziwanele Thando Ngwenya, Communication-Media Officer,  (Zimbabwe)

 

“If before I held ideals of what a better tomorrow could look like, I find myself 
now equipped with a toolkit and a framework to not only envision change, but 
to implement it." 
Paulina Jantos, Masters Student, Education for Sustainable Development
(Germany) 

The establishment of the Youth Humanity Fellowship in 2022 was an important step for Home
for Humanity - emphasizing our focus on being an active agent for catalysing young integral
leaders and to support them in developing their personal leadership qualities as well as their
contributions to society. At the same time, the Youth Fellows are mentored in developing their
own transformative initiatives on the ground. For example, Humanity Fellow Muziwanele from
Zimbabwe is now setting up his own Home for Humanity in his local community in Bulawayo,
Zimbabwe, called Ngekhaya - focussing on helping young drug addicts to build a drug-free life.
Two other of our Fellows, Paulina and Matilda, are writing their transformative Masters (Paulina)
and Bachelors (Matilda) action-research theses about crucial social innovations within Home for
Humanity. Thereby they actively contribute to our knowledge and innovation base while laying a
foundation for their own future as Earth Citizens. Kajsa, originally from Sweden, was the first
who completed the Humanity Fellowship, after 12 months with Home for Humanity. She is now
applying her transformative skills and knowledge, acquired with us to build her own Home for
Humanity on Integrated Health in India.   

The Youth Humanity Fellowship provides young people
from around the world with the opportunity to work as
part of the Humanity Team of Home for Humanity,
and to take on challenging tasks in alignment with
their own gifts and callings, while developing their own
transformative initiatives on their local grounds.

https://youtu.be/qizYfu7wDms
https://youtu.be/qizYfu7wDms
https://youtu.be/qizYfu7wDms
https://youtu.be/SYgW6gDmv4Q
https://youtu.be/8mnOwkAk0xY
https://youtu.be/8mnOwkAk0xY
https://youtu.be/TtGuJHdBu3I
https://youtu.be/8mnOwkAk0xY


 
"Collective Trauma and Integral Transformative Justice"
Online Graduate-level Course for Meridian University, USA (March-May 2022)

Over 30 highly engaged Ph.D. students embarked on a transcultural journey across our
home planet and delved into the inner home of their own humanity. They engaged with the
framework, practice, and process of integral transformative justice, in all its interconnected
dimensions: systemic, socio-economic, cultural, ecological, epistemic, human and spiritual.
The course drew extensively on real-life testimonies from trauma to transformation, and
integral case stories world-wide, and featured many exemplary Homes for Humanity and
Pioneering Pathways contributors. As students applied the course material to their lives,
contexts, and professional practice, a rich tapestry of transformation emerged weekly. It
culminated in a participatory “Earth Agora”, in which students presented their own creative
personal testimonies for enacting transformative justice in their workplace and in their
communities.

“The course directors created such a safe and powerful space for us students to
develop an integral perspective towards healing trauma. I became so inspired by
the course and Home for Humanity that I joined the Humanity team as a
volunteer!"

Vanessa Nguyen, Ph.D. Student, Meridian University (USA)

University Courses for Agents of Transformation 
hosted by Home for Humanity, Online and Onsite 

PROGRAMME 1 - COMING HOME - 2022

Transformative Educational Programmes

At the very heart of Home for Humanity's impact-driven transcultural work
and vision are transformative educational programmes and processes to build
integral leaders for Earth Citizenship. 
Applying the Art and Science of Integral Transformation, our core field of knowledge and
practice, Home for Humanity offers University-based education as well as courses open to
the public. With Alexander Schieffer and Rama Mani as course co-directors, we delivered
two full-fledged university courses in 2022: an online Graduate-level course for Meridian
University in the USA, and an onsite Bachelor-level course for the University of St. Gallen,
Switzerland - which took place on our Integral Home Campus in France.  Building on over
25 years of transformative education, and on the extensive research-to-innovation work
done by our TRANS4M Academy for Integral Transformation, we witness ever more the
relevance and urgency of such innovative educational formats for personal and societal
transformation.

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/3-june-2022-meridian-course-and-testimony
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/3-june-2022-meridian-course-and-testimony


”Becoming an Agent of Transformation
 - The Art and Science of Integral Transformation”
On-site interactive Course 
for St Gallen University, Switzerland (October to November)

24 Bachelor students from a rich array of countries and
continents unlocked their potential as emergent integral
leaders and Earth citizens and enacted their vision and
commitment for a regenerative future. This course is designed
as a ʺtransformative questʺ, where participants engage with
pioneering theory, global role models and skill development
exercises. Working individually and in small groups, students
combine theory and action and learn by being‑and‑doing.
Students are also exposed to real‑life stories of inspiring
change-makers from diverse cultures around the world who
have transformed crises into opportunities. Students worked
towards co-creating a real-life impact in their own
communities, expressed in the culminating session. Course-
coordinator and fellow student Ismea Guidotti from
Switzerland-Italy shares: 
"On the last day, participants first prepared and then performed their
final presentation. Here, everyone shared their vision on how to
bring about social change in the innovative Earth Parliament. It was
extremely inspiring to witness the variety of ideas that were brought
forward, but also to realize the linkages between them." 

"This course-journey has given me a fertile platform, a unique out-of-space-and-time
setting, to connect with myself, others, Nature, and many aspects of my humanity that
I hadn't experienced to this extent.”

Gabriela Simoni (Brazil), BA Student, St. Gallen University, Switzerland 

Gabriela Simoni 
(Brazil)

Marco Bellarosa 
(Eritrea-Switzerland) 

PROGRAMME 1 - COMING HOME - 2022

Transformative Educational Programmes

Art by Gabriela Simoni (Brazil)

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/2-november-2022-becoming-an-agent-of-transformation-a-university-of-st-gallen-course-at-h4h
https://youtu.be/s4imc6GgbFU
https://youtu.be/-rYinHubfGA
https://youtu.be/s4imc6GgbFU
https://youtu.be/KVo8WVjTXcc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVo8WVjTXcc


 

Visionary Leaders' Future Building Retreats and 
Humanity Quests at Integral Home Campus (July-December)

We champion and strategize with visionary leaders, partners and co-creators worldwide,
including leaders of exemplary Homes for Humanity. We regularly create space for Future
Building Retreats at our Integral Home Campus, for individuals and in groups, framed as
Humanity Quests.  These short impact-retreats are a catalytic gift offered personally by the
Co-Founders of Home for Humanity - to consolidate integral leadership for future building in
different societies, to strategically support organisational journeys, as well as to deepen the
global alliance of partner organisations and Homes for Humanity worldwide. In 2022,
outstanding visionaries joined us from all continents to envision and shape our future.

PROGRAMME 1 - COMING HOME - 2022

Future Building Retreats for Integral Leaders

"What we found here at Home for Humanity, and with the work that it is doing
in the world is ... that it helps each of us to be greater Agents of Transformation
and to create a new world ... a world that works for everyone."

Marci Shimoff, Award-Wining Author and Founder of Year of Miracles,
and Sergio Baroni, Transformation Psychologist, USA

Thais Corral, Founder, Sinal do Vale, Home for Humanity Brazil (August)
Vinya Ariyaratne, President, Sarvodaya, Home for Humanity Sri Lanka (November)
Marci Shimoff, Founder of Year of Miracles, award-winning author, USA (September)
Sergio Baroni, Transformational Psychologist, USA-Italy (September)
Jill Carr-Harris, Jai Jagat and Ekta Parishad movement, India-Canada (October)
Rico Paganini, Founder, EVOL - Home for Humanity, Switzerland (December)

A. Future Building Retreats with Individual Visionary Integral Leaders:

B. Collective Humanity Quest Retreat for Integral Leaders and Future Builders (July)
With 13 co-creators from Tibet, India, Turkey, Kurdistan, USA, Denmark, Germany, France. 

https://youtu.be/aKdCwFZZB_Q


Public Opening of Unity Park 
and Gaia Culture Art Installation

On World Environment Day, 5 June, the Unity Park of Home for Humanity, France, was
opened to the public. Here, trees are planted to represent the core values of the Earth’s
diverse cultures, showcasing the power of “Humanity in Unity”. 

The Unity Park hosts the first Gaia Culture Art Installation in France, realised by Marko and
Marika Pogačnik, together with five LifeNet Artists. On 5 June, a beautifully crafted glass
sign, explaining the artwork and designed by one of the artists, Simona Čudovan from
Slovenia, was officially unveiled by deputy Mayor of Haut Valromey, Coralie Chapland and
contributing LifeNet Artist Marie-Agnès Gauthier, accompanied by local musician Gerald
Constant, playing mesmerising music on multiple instruments from around the world.

The Gaia Culture Installation and the Unity Parc have become an important part of the
Integral Campus developed at Home for Humanity France. This area is, at the same time,
also a "participatory gift" to the local community and to the many visitors of the region.
Seating areas have been added to enable visitors to contemplate, reflect and dialogue within
the natural setting of the Unity Parc. Several transformative education sessions on ecological
and human regeneration with students and community members have been held here.

 

PROGRAMME 1 - COMING HOME - 2022

Local-Global Community Programmes for Earth Citizens

"The Unity Park represents humanity in unity, where the cultural diversity of the world is 
embraced and represented through the very act of tree planting alongside the Gaia Culture 
Installation – jointly being a symbol for healing the world across divides."

Dr. Eda Elif Tibet, Turkey, and Cihan Elci, Kurdistan 
Co-producers of the Home for Humanity movie and 
Co-founders of Home for Humanity Bern

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/5-june-2022-opening-of-unity-park-and-gaia-culture-installation-world


 

Expansion of Unity Park - 
Dedicated to honouring the values and gifts 
of each culture to our shared Home 

In the first year since its inauguration, already 25 trees have been
planted in the Unity Parc - each time by a distinguished or
emerging changemaker from that respective culture who has
visited Home for Humanity for a transformative programme.
From Russia to India, from Palestine to Tibet, from Switzerland to
Kyrgyzstan, from Ethiopia to Argentine, from Iraq to Syria, from
Brazil to Kurdistan, from Ecuador to Anatolia, from Sri  Lanka to
Morocco, from Germany to Ghana .... and many more. With the
planting of each tree,  key values and gifts that this culture brings
to the Family of Life are shared. Gradually, the Unity Parc is
developing into a "natural learning field" and an "experiential
symbol" for Humanity-in-Unity. 

PROGRAMME 1 - COMING HOME - 2022

Local-Global Community Programmes for Earth Citizens

Dr. Vinya Ariyaratne
President Sarvodaya, 

Home for Humanity Sri Lanka

Driss Alaoui Mdaghri
Founder, Come to My Home 
Home for Humanity Morocco

"For me, this tree for Morocco, represents the 
Tree of Life. ... Morocco's gift is to bring 

Harmony between past, present and future." 

"This tree represents the Sri Lankan value 
of sharing ("dana") - a value that we also 

actively practice at Sarvodaya. At our best, 
we are a nation that always shares what we

have with others." 

Thais Corral
Founder, Sinal do Vale

Home for Humanity Brazil

Local Media "Le Progrès" features 
the opening of the Unity Parc and 
the Gaia Culture Art Installation 
in two articles. 

"My tree represents Mother Russia. It is a Transformation Tree. 
It stands for authenticity and the transformation of suffering
into beauty and creativity".

Dr. Marina Aksenova, Professor for International Justice (Russia-Spain) 

https://www.leprogres.fr/culture-loisirs/2022/03/26/un-artiste-unesco-pour-la-paix-cree-des-oeuvres-d-art-sur-la-commune
https://www.leprogres.fr/environnement/2022/06/14/l-espace-dedie-a-l-unite-des-peuples-a-ete-inaugure
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=duv3zjsDMKI
https://youtu.be/bL_LdEyWAoU


PROGRAMME 2 - PIONEERING HOMES FOR HUMANITY - 2022 
Unleashing the Power of Homes to Pioneer Planetary Regeneration

Ten interactive and coherently interconnected
weekly online sessions, with ten exemplary
Homes for Humanity across all continents,
providing integral inspiration and practical
guidance
Ongoing One-on-One Mentorship plus five
Weekly Peer-Mentorship Sessions
Built-up of a global Learning-and-Impact
Community 
Participants working through all dimensions of
the Humanity Charter and the three levels of
"inner home", "local home" and "Earth Home",
inspiring new integral initiatives in participants'
local contexts 
Co-accreditation by all exemplary Homes for
Humanity 
Led, in distributed leadership style, by a team of
co-directors and co-coordinators

 
PIONEERING 

HOMES FOR HUMANITY
Overview 2022

The Pioneering Homes for Humanity
Programme provided our 2022 flagship
programme, as we designed and successfully
delivered the  Course Journey  "Unleashing the
Power of Homes to Pioneer Planetary
Regeneration".

The programme, geared to enable aspiring and
support existing leaders to become full-fledged
Agents of Transformation in driving their own
local transformative initiatives, and originate
new Homes for Humanity, was a novum in
many ways:

Highlight: The Graduation Ceremony,
honouring 54 Pioneers of Planetary
Regeneration from 33 countries became a
demonstration of impact and commitment,
resulting in 17 new Homes for Humanity. 



PROGRAMME 2 - PIONEERING HOMES FOR HUMANITY - 2022 
Unleashing the Power of Homes to Pioneer Planetary Regeneration

"Homes for Humantiy"
by Ama Nyarko-Jones, Uganda-Ghana-Germany 
Visual Artist working with Healing Patterns
Member of the Humanity Team of Home for Humanity



PROFILE OF THE COURSE JOURNEY

WHAT
A transformative online experiential learning journey that took participants around our
magnificent home planet. Participants interacted with the inspiring change-makers and
pioneering practices of the pathbreaking integral organisations that are exemplary Homes
for Humanity, on all continents, and were supported in applying this learning to their own
home or organisation. Changemakers experienced a range of homes and home-initiated
organisations, from a small apartment or house to a country-wide development
organisation, to witness the unending range of possibilities. Participants engaged "live" with
the transformative testimonies of the founders and leaders of exemplary Homes for
Humanity worldwide - to discover that it is possible to realise ‘mission impossible’, starting
from ourselves and our own homes.

HOW
Ten weekly (90min) online seminars, (from October 2022 to January 2023) exercises, peer
mentoring and a final assignment/presentation. Participants were inspired and supported to
launch or evolve their own home or organisation to contribute to local, regional and
planetary regeneration while pursuing their own passion and life purpose.

FOR WHOM
· Youth and young leaders from all cultures eager to shape the future
· Seasoned or emerging agents of transformation from all walks of life
· Social entrepreneurs, founders and drivers of pioneering organisations from all sectors
· Life-long learners from all backgrounds and disciplines
· Potential hosts of new Homes for Humanity from all continents
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Course Journey "Unleashing the Power of Homes" - Overview

Unleashing the Power of Homes to Pioneer Planetary Regeneration

Highly Successful Pilot 
of a Transformative Co-Learning Journey 

Home for Humanity, in an alliance of ten exemplary Homes
for Humanity from all continents, designed and delivered a
pioneering course journey for Agents of Transformation
from around the world. Changemakers, across all
generations, explored how their own home, community or
organization could become a launchpad for human and
planetary transformation while fulfilling their own life
purpose as an Earth citizen.

Video Previews 
of our transcontinental  

Course-Journey 

https://youtu.be/15koSOUlzWU
https://youtu.be/15koSOUlzWU
https://youtu.be/R2_6e69mUIE
https://youtu.be/R2_6e69mUIE


A ground-breaking global PhD. Programme rooted in the Integral Worlds Theory and
Practice, with remarkable, collectively-owned societal impact.
An innovative and highly popular university course on Integral Development at the
prestigious University of St. Gallen, Switzerland, delivered by Home for Humanity, in
partnership with many of the Homes for Humanity Pioneers featured in this programme.
Collaborative knowledge creation by Bachelor, Master and Ph.D. Action Researchers.

Building on Strong Academic Credentials:
This course-journey built on the transcontinental innovation-and-impact ecosystem
developed between Homes for Humanity integral organisations over the past 15 years
through:

This impact-oriented model of transformative education and integral leadership was now
offered, through this course-journey, in a compact format to a global public audience to
enable individuals and organizations from diverse backgrounds to become agents of
transformation and to work towards co-creating a just and a regenerative future for all living
beings.
The course-journey was designed as an equivalent to a University level Masters' Course.

WITH WHOM
Ten Exemplary Homes for Humanity from all Continents working closely together in
delivering and co-accrediting this course 
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Course Journey "Unleashing the Power of Homes" - Overview

Inspiring Testimonies of exemplary Homes for Humanity to invite Participants

https://youtu.be/1mgmGaIr6l4
https://youtu.be/9D5Fr2awgak
https://youtu.be/21tXdhfHsxM
https://youtu.be/RnUtapW89FM
https://youtu.be/1mgmGaIr6l4
https://youtu.be/9D5Fr2awgak
https://youtu.be/21tXdhfHsxM
https://youtu.be/RnUtapW89FM


 

Diaporama of the 
transcontinental  Homes for
Humanity Course-Journey 

Ten Exemplary Homes for Humanity 
co-accrediting the Course-Journey

 

Sinal do Vale, Mata Atlantica, Brazil 
Focus: Regenerating Ecosystems, Community & Individuals through Nature-based Learning 
Home for Humanity Jerusalem, Palestine 
Focus: Social Justice and Women Power

 

Integral Kumusha, Buhera, Zimbabwe 
Focus: Ubuntu-based Community-Empowerment & Regeneration of Rural Livelihoods

'Come to My Home', Morocco
Focus: Cultural Renewal and Social Co-Existence through the unifying power of the Arts 

Co-founded by Dr. Daud and Christina Taranhike, the Integral Kumusha (kumusha
meaning “homestead” in Shona) has become an acclaimed national role model, featuring a
special emphasis on Ubuntu-based Community-Empowerment, the Regeneration of Rural
Livelihoods and a legacy (nhaka in shona) driven approach to community economics
called “Nhakanomics”. Participants were thrilled with the power, authenticity, depth, and
practicality of Christina and Daud’s sharing – and the ingenuity with which their
homestead integrates and balances an ecological, cultural, educational, and ecological
perspective, altogether deeply infused by African spirit, the philosophy of Ubuntu and
Shona values and heritage. 

Located on 200 hectares of protected land just 50 km from downtown Rio de Janeiro, Sinal
is an Advanced Post of UNESCO’s Biosphere Reserves and 1 of 17 certified Global
Ecosphere Retreats by the Long Run Initiative in the world. They prototype and teach
solutions that regenerate forests, soils, and food systems that can be replicated and scaled
in this critical region. Together with a remarkable team of local and global Change Makers,
Sinal launched different enterprises supporting the active implementation of and
innovation research towards regenerative practices. Among those: Community-based
waste management, use of local resources, water conversation, agroforestry, reforestation,
healthy nutrition and eco-tourism.

Zahira Kamal, host of the Kamal Family Home, exemplary Home for Humanity in
Jerusalem, is a most extraordinary senior societal leader and activist. Her life has been
dedicated to the political liberation of Palestine and, in particular, to the emancipation and
empowerment of women, especially from her own home! Zahira is a true role model of
living with determination and creating tools to manifest a common vision through active
Community Engagement. She served as the Minister of Women's Affairs and was the first
female leader of a political party. Zahira's lifelong commitment and action lead to the local
initiation of the Women's Action Coalition, the Women's Center for Legal and Social Aid,
the Women Studies Center as well as the Palestinian Businesswomen’s Association.

Driss Alaoui Mdaghri founder of the exemplary Home for Humanity in Casablanca, and
initiator of the internationally active Come to my Home Festival, combines an incredible
scope of accomplishments, excellence and talents. Having worked as a professor, head of
the country's leading Politechnic University, as well as a minister with various resorts, he
pioneers an Integral approach which greatly encourages social cohesion. Simultaneously,
during his entire life, he has been close to art - and has excelled as a famed poet-performer
and accomplished painter. The Come to My Home Festival showcases the renewal of
culture through art, integrity and peace and acknowledges art as a catalyst for the peaceful
advancement of communities and society. 
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Course Journey "Unleashing the Power of Homes" - Co-Accrediting Homes 

With Home for Humanity Integral Home Campus, France, as
the guiding convener, the course-journey was jointly hosted by
all ten exemplary home-organisations. The design of each
session followed consistently the trajectory from "inner home"
to "local Home" to "Earth Home".  In addition to outstanding
presentations and course material, which is currently
transformed into a stand-alone "self-paced online learning
journey", participants could engage directly with the leaders of
the respective homes, receiving guidance for their own
transformative work. That was further strengthened by five
mentoring calls, focussing on individual and group support of
participants.

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/19-oct-22-integral-kumusha-moving-the-country-from-poverty-to-prosperity-via-the-ubuntu-approach
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/26-october-2022-sinal-do-vale-in-brazil-pioneering-regeneration-and-nature-based-learning
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/2-november-2022-pioneering-political-renewal-and-peace-building-via-arts-in-palestine-and-morocco
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/2-november-2022-pioneering-political-renewal-and-peace-building-via-arts-in-palestine-and-morocco
https://youtu.be/jyL8gfHLeqY
https://youtu.be/jyL8gfHLeqY


Home for Humanity Garden,
Switzerland
Focus: Inclusion and Eco-Cultural Regeneration 
Demonstrates that even a modest urban communal garden can
foster social inclusion, cultural creativity and biodiversity. 
Hosted by Cihan Elci, a Kurdish refugee and former cultural
activist for freedom, and Dr. Elif Tibet, an award winning film
maker, this garden has been transformed into a space for healing
trauma and cultivating inclusion through nature and the arts. 

      CORO & Women's Federation, India
Focus: Marginalized Women Changing the Paradigm of Power in Society

 
      Pax Herbals Clinic & Laboratory, Nigeria
Focus: Indigenous Wisdom and Knowledge Systems to Heal Humanity and Planet 

      SEKEM Enterprises, Egypt
Focus: Creating an Economy of Love through Organic Farming and Greening the Desert

      Sarvodaya, Sri Lanka
Focus: Integrated Human Development through the Awakening of All, across 15,000 Villages

Since its initiation in 1997, Pax Herbals has grown into one of the largest manufacturers
and research establishments of medicinal products in the whole of Africa. With “Pax”
(meaning “Peace”) embedded in the institution's name, the aim and mission of this integral
enterprise model involve not only the holistic healing of the local community, but aspires
to contribute to the regeneration of our planet as a whole. Through the integration of the
four dimensions of “Pax Communis” (Learning Community), “Pax Spiritus” (Humanistic
Practices), “Pax Scientia” (Academia) and “Pax Economica” (Enterprise and Economics),
Pax Herbals fuses the indigenous with the exogenous, the past with the present, to inspire
and drive societal transformation as well as planetary regeneration.

CORO pioneers Community Leadership for a society based on equality and justice by
empowering people in the most marginalized communities to steer collective action for
societal change. Together, they empower women from low-income communities to act
against violence and stand together in solidarity. CORO realized that Identity played a
particularly important role in the process of empowerment: identifying as a victim feeds
into a culture of submissiveness and a tendency to not act upon effectively changing our
contexts. CORO in turn, suggests a narrative which facilitates the realization of power
within, power with, and finally the power to bring about change. CORO’s Integral approach
inspires the shift of mindsets of Grassroots Leaders to becoming impactful change makers.

Since its establishment in 1977, SEKEM has developed into an International Centre of
Excellence for holistic, sustainable, individual, organizational, societal development and
innovation, inspiring organizations all around the world. In the midst of the desert, SEKEM
has evolved into an oasis of a flourishing community, bringing together government,
corporates, more than 2,000 farmers, and the educational community to successfully drive
sustainable transformation. SEKEM is pioneering an approach of an Economy of Love
combined with Biodynamic Farming, which can be replicated around the world to solve the
challenges of climate change. SEKEM is centrally working with Carbon Credits, which
provide a significant increase in carbon sequestration and generates additional revenue.

The name of the remarkable organization and national movement “Sarvodaya" translates to
“The Awakening of All”, which is realized by “Shramadana” - “Sharing of Time, Thoughts
and Energy”. Development is always at the center of Sarvodaya’s work – their holistic
approach integrally addresses the physical, spiritual, moral, cultural and social needs of the
local community. Following the motto “Village-to-Village, Heart-to-Heart”, Sarvodaya
greatly supports the creation of independent village organizations which facilitate their own
economy and societal infrastructure. Community engagement is encouraged through
facilitating conversations and conscientizing communities which then leads to
empowerment, which in turn will generate economic prospects and opportunities.
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Course Journey "Unleashing the Power of Homes" - Co-Accrediting Homes 

     Ahliyyah and Mutran Schools, Amman, Jordan 
Focus: Integral Transformative Education for Society Building

Having evolved over the course of 90 years, Ahliyyah and Mutran Schools developed into a
school for life, that embraces its origin and sets its vision firmly on the future. The two
schools underwent powerful transformations, finally providing a curriculum that funda-
mentally values the human being and its potential with regards to all its dimensions: body,
mind and soul. The focus of Ahliyyah and Mutran Schools lies in empowering the youth
through valuable learning experiences, offering education as a tool and thus giving the
youth a voice. Rooted in the value of the Arab heritage, this Home for Humanity aims at
fostering a profound respect for human dignity, service and ingenuity through Innovation,
Community Engagement, Integral Arts and Humanities as well as Emancipatory Education.

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/16-november-2022-pax-herbals-in-nigeria-reviving-indigenous-wisdom-for-healing-people-and-planet
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/23-november-2022-coro-changing-the-power-paradigm-in-india-s-society-through-grassroots-leadership
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/30-november-2022-sekem-creating-an-economy-of-love-while-organically-greening-the-egyptian-desert
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/7-december-2022-sarvodaya-pioneering-integrated-human-development-through-the-awakening-of-all
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/9-november-2022-ahliyyah-and-mutran-schools-pioneering-integral-education-for-society-building


KEY IMPACT FIGURES
 

Total Graduates: 54
Number of Countries: 33
New Homes imitated: 7 

Existing Organisations reshaped as 
integral Homes for Humanity: 3 
Expansion of Existing Exemplary 

Homes for Humanity: 2 
Envisioned New Homes for Humanity 

(during first half of 2023): 5

Seven New Integral Initiatives launched as Homes for Humanity

Integral Leewah (Learning) Revolution - Linda Leogah Forkwa, Cameroon

Wake Well Beings - Kajsa Liedén, Sweden-India 

IRETI (Hope) The Hearth of the Community - Bolanle Alabede, Nigeria

Musha Wedu (Our Home) - Takudzwa Charakupa, Zimbabwe

Our First Step to Humanity - Patrick Chiramu, Zimbabwe 

Pashumba Integral Home - George Machanja, Zimbabwe

Linda Leogah Forkwa 
(Cameroon)

Kajsa Liedén
(Sweden-India) 

Bolanle Alabede
(Nigeria)
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Course Journey "Unleashing the Power of Homes" - Impact

Ngekhaya - Muziwanele Thando Ngwenya, Zimbabwe 

Patrick Chiramu 
(Zimbabwe)

George Machanja 
(Zimbabwe)

Muziwanele Ngwenya 
(Zimbabwe)

Overwhelming Impact 
of the Course Journey

The Impact and Outcome of the Course Journey
exceeded all expectations. Participants showed
immense motivation and highly engaged
participation. In addition to new Homes for
Humanity launched or envisioned in the near future,
we could see, despite the short span of the course-
journey, significant personal transformation and
emergent social change in their local contexts. . The
exemplary videos featured here are potent
testimonies of the vision, transformative initiative
and  integral leadership displayed by our Graduates.

https://youtu.be/rL05akzgX64
https://youtu.be/gNJhseEPthA
https://youtu.be/tjIenwPJ27I
https://youtu.be/LhuluHEkgB0
https://youtu.be/46Jh4bjTNto
https://youtu.be/Vi843pzGzOg


Two Cases of Expansion of Existing Exemplary Homes for Humanity

Reduction of Water Consumption and Protection of Water, as an expansion of the
exemplary Home for Humanity in Egypt, SEKEM - Hend Hany, Egypt

PAXEM HEALING Home of Pax Earth Music, as expansion of Pax Herbals, Ewu 
Monastery, the exemplary Home for Humanity in Nigeria - Br. Nichodemus Ohanebo, 
Br. Francis Oguchie, Br. Cosmas Ubadimbu and Br. Michael Asogwa, Nigeria 

Three Existing Organisations reshaped integrally as Homes for Humanity

Mathare Social Justice Centre - Gacheke Gachihi and Esther Waigumo, Kenya 

TUCUZA Associates - Dr. Irene Banda, Zambia  

Protecterra Ecological Foundation / "The Farm" - Pooja Bhale, India 

G. Gachihi &
E. Waigumo (Kenya)

Irene Banda
(Zambia)

Pooja Bhale
(India)
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Course Journey "Unleashing the Power of Homes" - Impact

Clean Ocean - Mohamed El-Banby, Egypt

Regenerating Earth's Soil through the Use of Organic Material - Misi Amos Manyanga, 
Zimbabwe

Trevor Huddleston Memorial Centre - Violet Mohotloane, South Africa

Chongwe Re-Imagined: Unstoppable Women on the Move - Euphrasia Nsofu, Zambia

Transformative Education - Issias Yohanes, Eritrea/Netherlands/UK and Maryam Safe, 
Iran-UK 

Upcoming: Five Integral Initiatives "in the making" 
as Homes for Humanity to be launched in 2023

Hend Hany 
(Egypt) 

Benedictine Monks 
(Nigeria) 

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/10-december-2022-mathare-social-justice-centre-honored-as-home-for-humanity-on-human-rights-day
https://youtu.be/WIT6alDqY0Y
https://youtu.be/2HMfv_gmfG4
https://youtu.be/99vOuFMYJng
https://youtu.be/d-c1BK7TUcQ
https://youtu.be/A8cwaid09cc
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Course Journey "Unleashing the Power of Homes" - Graduation

“What I learned is that there is no limit: no matter your age or background, there is
something you can offer. As far as we are alive, there is room for development” 

-Brother Cosmas Ubadimbu, 
Benedictine Monk and Lab Manager, Pax Herbals (Nigeria)

The Graduation Ceremony became a Demonstration of the Impact 
generated by Graduates, catalysed by the Course-Journey 

An exemplary overview of some of the new initiatives that emerged from the course-journey 

The Graduation Ceremony in January 2023 was an inspiring culmination and impressive
demonstration of the community impact of the course journey. Each of the 54 Graduates, upon
receiving the Graduation Certificate, shared their commitment statement with the witnessing
audience. The highlights of the graduation ceremony were Commemoration Speeches by our Co-
Chairs, Prof. Jean Houston, USA, and Dr. Youssef Mahmoud, Tunisia, and musical contributions
specially composed for the graduation by Tatiana Speed, Canada; Enzo Ikah, DR Congo-Turkey, and
Br. Nichodemus Ohanebo, from Pax Herbals, Nigeria. 

Closing Keynote Speech by our Co-Chair 
Dr. Youssef Mahmoud (Tunisia)

Opening Keynote Speech by our Co-Chair
Prof. Jean Houston (USA) 

https://youtu.be/SjjpcutFRbQ
https://youtu.be/SjjpcutFRbQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QqvmHaVC6UU
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Course Journey "Unleashing the Power of Homes" - Evaluation

“I have been in awe of the game-changing on-ground impact that the Homes for Humanity 
have made in some of the most challenged geographies across the world." 

-Nilima Bhat, Founder-Director, Shakti Leadership (India)

 Affirming Course Evaluation - Opening Future Potentials

At the end of the course-journey we conducted an anonymous Course Evaluation to invite
critical feedback as well as future suggestions from course-participants. Employing a set of nine
multiple-choice and nine open questions, we explored diverse facets of the course. The feedback
(30 participants participated in the survey) was overwhelmingly positive with regards to a full-
fledged appreciation of the course journey, but also in relation to participants' positive
commitments to support future course journeys, as well as the Home for Humanity movement
overall. Course Co-Directors Alexander Schieffer and Daud Taranhike (Integral Kumusha,
Zimbabwe), together with our course co-coordinators Paulina Jantos and Matilda Sangiorgio
received the feedback with deep gratitude; and for Home for Humanity it was clearly an
affirmation that we had built fertile ground for the future. We present a number of key responses
below. (The full evaluation is available upon request.) 

How do you rate the Overall Experience 
of the Course?

Upcoming in 2023:
Comprehensive 
Course Impact Publication  

How well did the Course fulfil your personal 
earning expectations and learning objectives?

Did the Course inspire and lead you to 
"unleash the power" of your own home?

How much did you find the integral "whole 
life" approach resonant and did it impact 
your own initiative?

How would you rate this Course Journey
in comparison to other online learning 
experiences, you have been exposed to?

(

Would you want to continue contributing to 
the Home for Humanity planetary 
Movement? 

Would you recommend this Course to your 
Colleagues and Friends?



Pioneering Pathways publication (English and
French)
Pioneering Pathways Video Series
17 Earth Agoras, online and onsite
"Women for the Earth"- powerfully initiated as a
new focus-theme within this programme 
A "New" kind of Newsletter - Our Common Story

 
CO-CREATING EARTH HOME

Overview 2022 
 

With "Pioneering Pathways", a publication and
process to foster Earth Citizenship, and with a large
range of Earth Agoras (online and onsite) the "Co-
Creating Earth Home" Programme grew in 2022 into
full maturity. 

Both constitute social innovations in their own rights.
Pioneering Pathways, published by Home for
Humanity Press in English and French language,
turned out to be a viable platform for an immense
diversity of voices of existing and aspiring Earth
Citizens - across ages, sectors, disciplines, cultures
and ethnicities, 

The Earth Agora, a uniquely creative format to
galvanize collective intelligence and commitment for
personal, social and societal transformation, has been
developed and further refined by Home for
Humanity.  

While most Earth Agoras were directly initiated and
convened by our Home for Humanity in France, in
some cases, like in Zimbabwe, it was our local Home
for Humanity Integral Kumusha or our local partner,
like South Africa's Trevor Huddleston Memorial
Center that convened a quasi-national Earth Agora,
bringing together diverse stakeholders from the local
/Community village level, to the provincial to the
regional and national level of leadership. 

In summary, the highlights of this programme in
2022 were:

PROGRAMME 3 - CO-CREATING EARTH HOME - 2022 
 Living Earth Citizenship - Cultures and Artistry for Earth Civilization
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 Living Earth Citizenship - Cultures and Artistry for Earth Civilization

This painting of the Earth was jointly created by seven
children during an Earth Agora at Home for Humanity-
France to depict the regenerative future they wish for on
Earth. It is surrounded by stones painted by all
participants (adult and children) expressing their wishes
for our shared future on our Earth home.



This book is Home for Humanity's gift and open invitation to all concerned 
Earth citizens to pool our ideas, cross-fertilise our initiatives, and accelerate 
our efforts to align, connect and join forces across all borders of age, culture, 
discipline and metier, to transform our unliveable present into a life- 
affirming future.

Pioneering Pathways
 

A New Kind of Future-Building Publication 
and Process, co-authored by the Earth Family 
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 Pioneering Pathways - A Future-Building Publication and Process 

"This is OUR story, with each page, 
each chapter, co-authored by all of 
us, people everywhere who yearn to 

believe that there is a new world 
coming, and they are a part of it."

 
 

- Foreword by Jean Houston, 
USA, Co-Founder, Human 

Potential Movement

"Each compelling contribution is a 
building block towards a common vision 

of a human community that no longer 
suffers from the apartheid of abundance, 
the scourge of otherness, and the wounds 

of painful pasts ...." 
 

- Foreword by Youssef Mahmoud, 
Tunisia, former Head of UN Peace 

Operations in Central Africa

"Pioneering Pathways by Home 
for Humanity is a wake up call 
for the silent majority among us 
that can play an effective role in 

redefining priorities."
 
 

-  by Donato Kiniger-Passigli, 
Vice President, World 

Academy of Arts & Sciences

"Pioneering Pathways - From our Destructive
Present to a Regenerative Future" is the joint
response of 88 integral changemakers from 43
countries, aged 7 to 91, associated with Home for
Humanity, to today's burning question: How do we
transform our divided world into an inclusive,
regenerative home for the family of life on Earth?
 
Pioneering Pathways, published by Home for
Humanity Press in 2022, in English and in French, is
a living publication and ongoing dynamic process. It
is an open invitation to all concerned Earth citizens
and changemakers everywhere to shape and share
their own pathways for our common future on
Earth. 

"What are the most
effective ways to

transform our divided
world into a ‘home for

humanity’, and nurture
the paradigm shift

towards a regenerative,
inclusive, just and joyful 

 Earth Civilization?"

English PDF French PDF

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/_files/ugd/d0487c_b16fffd56ddd4140a1f01bf80e67565f.pdf
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/_files/ugd/d0487c_e5619f111dbf406ca972972f18b00877.pdf
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 Pioneering Pathways - A Future Building Publication and Process 

88 Integral Changemakers
Across all Continents
From 43 Countries
Across diverse Cultures,
Backgrounds and Ages
Each sharing her/his
unique Vision and
Contribution
All united  in their shared
goal of co-creating a new
story of Humanity-in-
Unity with all life

Pioneering Pathways
Highlights

 

"Harvest" - Image showcasing the Collective Intelligence of all Co-Authors of Pioneering Pathways 



Pioneering Pathways 
Video Series
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 Pioneering Pathways - Launch of Inspirational Video Series 

This Series
is serious

about Pioneering
Paradigm Shift!

 
Be inspired,

Share,  
Engage! 

https://youtu.be/POtffC1BR0Y
https://youtu.be/oaXorMEArgs
https://youtu.be/simEhSyRMNM
https://youtu.be/kLcKie7-8Fs
https://youtu.be/2MX5s4AxXXQ
https://youtu.be/fnOQwKL6eso
https://youtu.be/POtffC1BR0Y
https://youtu.be/oaXorMEArgs
https://youtu.be/simEhSyRMNM
https://youtu.be/kLcKie7-8Fs
https://youtu.be/2MX5s4AxXXQ
https://youtu.be/fnOQwKL6eso
https://youtu.be/suxldVD_STA
https://youtu.be/suxldVD_STA
https://youtu.be/7X6QRH_IyYQ
https://youtu.be/7X6QRH_IyYQ


 "We need peace! We have to start
from zero & redo everything.
Everything must be reorganized!" 
- Olia, Age 7, France
 
"Ukraine affects us all because of
Ubuntu: I am because you are." 
- Pops Mohamed, iconic Jazz
musician, South Africa
 
"The world must be humanized.
Because of the world's silence, I, a
senior Supreme Court Judge, was
deprived of my rights, targeted by
Taliban, and fled my homeland
with my elderly disabled mother.”
- Homa Alizoy, Afghan Judge
 
"The obligation to enable justice and
better human lives is both an
opportunity and a privilege, in the
political arena."
- Haifa Najjar, Minister of Culture,
Jordan
 
"The inherent abundance and
resilience of Nature offers us
creative solutions to our current
problems."
- Thais Corral, Founder, SINAL
Regenerative Campus, Brazil

VOICES FROM THE BOOK 
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 Pioneering Pathways - Inspirational Weekly Video Series  

https://youtu.be/Oa54Vt9dob8
https://youtu.be/TrXiZtp5rT0
https://youtu.be/rnvDyr6pR5Q
https://youtu.be/pzDx9XxgYKM
https://youtu.be/iizQC3hRF8U
https://youtu.be/TrXiZtp5rT0
https://youtu.be/Oa54Vt9dob8
https://youtu.be/iizQC3hRF8U
https://youtu.be/rnvDyr6pR5Q
https://youtu.be/pzDx9XxgYKM
https://youtu.be/bqDHSr34PcA
https://youtu.be/bqDHSr34PcA


 

Artwork 
by Katharine Doughty, 
 Spontaneously expressed

during Earth Agora 
at Integral Practitioners' 

Convergence 

Earth Agoras: Earth Citizen Dialogues to Co-Create an Earth Civilization

Home for Humanity has convened a large number of Earth Agoras in 2022, a social innovation and
cultural renaissance tool developed by us and continuously refined with our global co-creators: 

Earth Agoras are open creative forums 
where concerned Earth Citizens connect, home-to-home, 

everywhere on our home planet, across cultures, borders, backgrounds and generations, 
to ignite and harvest our individual and collective wisdom, artistry, ideas and initiatives, 

to quicken the co-creation of a regenerative, just and peaceful Earth Civilization. 

Through the Earth Agoras we deepened and expanded our partnership and collaboration with a wide
range of partners and stakeholders. This included universities and institutes offering transformative
education: such as Meridian University and Ubiquity University, World Complexity Science
Academy and IRDO. It included global movements and organisations with similar objectives and
approaches, such as the Dialogues en Humanité, World Dream Day and the Visioneers International
Network. Through Earth Agoras, we also catalysed audiences at global onsite events like World Ethics
Forum in Pontresina, Switzerland, Ethnokino Festival in Bern, Switzerland, Dialogues en humanité
festival in Lyon, as well as online events like the Truth and Reconciliation Week, the Humanity Rising
Global Solutions Summit, and the Integral Practitioners' Convergence. 
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 Earth Agoras Worldwide
Earth Citizens' visions and commitments for a Regenerative, Inclusive Future 

Earth  Family Song 
by Tatiana Speed
Canadian Musician-for-Change  
Tatiana Speed lend her
incredible talent to  produce the
Earth Family Song  - a
passionate musical invitation for
Humanity to grow into true
Earth Citizenship - launched 
"live" at one of our 
Earth Agoras. 

20 February: International Day of
Social Justice: 
"Healing our Divided Past, Co-Creating
an Inclusive Future" Performance-
Dialogue 
by Theater of Transformation Academy in
partnership with Meridian University (USA) and
Visioneers International Network

20 March: World Day of Happiness:
Launch of Pioneering Pathways
Publication: jointly presented online by
co-authors from all continents.

20 April: Marking Mother Earth
DayInnovating Earth Agoras 
for Earth Citizens to Pioneer Pathways
online at the 10th World Complexity Science
Academy (Lisbon)

6 May: How can we transform our
divided world into an inclusive 
home for all life on Earth? 
At the Integral Practitioner's Convergence, hosted
online by Meridian University (USA), 

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/6-may-2022-earth-agora
https://youtu.be/T3iWDNG5K64


7 May: How do we unleash, across diverse
Cultures, the Power of our Homes for
Community Renewal and 
Planetary Regeneration? 
At the Integral Practitioner's Convergence, hosted
online by Meridian University (USA), with Dr. Daud
Taranhike (Zimbabwe), Dr. Maximilian Abouleish-
Boes (Germany-Egypt), Thais Corral (Brazil) and
Prof. Alexander Schieffer (Germany-France)

3 June: Transition to Integral Green
Society in different Cultures
At the 17th International Conference on Socially
Responsible Society hosted by IRDO (Slovenia), with
Dr. Darja Piciga (Slovenia), Dr. Daud Taranhike
(Zimbabwe), Fr. Anselm Adodo (Nigeria), Laila
Abdul-Majeed (Jordan) and Alexander Schieffer 

1 July: Young Earth Citizens pioneering
Pathways to a Regenerative Future 
With Muziwanele Ngwenya (Zimbabwe), Tatiana
Speed (Canada), Samaneh Shabani (Iran), Kajsa
Liedén (Sweden), Vanessa Nguyen (USA), Dahvii
Shiva (Brazil) and Paulina Jantos (Germany), in
collaboration with Dialogues en Humanité 

2 July: Earth Citizenship Agora 
at Dialogues en Humanité
An Earth Agora in Lyon, France, with panelists from
Brazil, India, USA, France, and Germany, exploring
the question “How to become a Citizen of the
Earth”, celebrating the 20th anniversary of our
partner organization “Dialogues en Humanité”.

15 July: Enacting Transformative Justice 
to Re-Story our hUmaNITY 
At Truth and Reconciliation Week with Tatiana
Speed (Canada) and Dr. Rama Mani

16 July: The Higher Dream 
of Earth Citizenship 
At Truth and Reconciliation Week with Ozioma
Egwuonwu (Nigeria-USA-Portugal), Founder World
Dream Day and Tatiana Speed (Canada)

 

“I can’t think of a more timely focus than on our homes at this time of global tumult.
Home is where the heart is and you – Homes for Humanity – embody this truth
with power and grace.”

Jim Garrison (USA), Founder, Ubiquity University and Humanity Rising
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 Earth Agoras Worldwide: Co-Authoring Our Common Story 

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/2-july-2022-earth-agora-on-earth-citizenship-in-lyon-with-dialogues-en-humanit%C3%A9
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/3-june-2022-transition-to-integral-society-in-different-cultures-irdo-international-conference
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/1-july-2022-young-earth-citizens-demonstrating-pioneering-pathways-for-a-regenerative-future
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/1-july-2022-young-earth-citizens-demonstrating-pioneering-pathways-for-a-regenerative-future
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/1-july-2022-young-earth-citizens-demonstrating-pioneering-pathways-for-a-regenerative-future
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/1-july-2022-young-earth-citizens-demonstrating-pioneering-pathways-for-a-regenerative-future
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/7-may-2022-earth-agora-co-creating-home-on-earth-integrally-unleashing-the-power-of-our-homes


 
 

 

28 August: Homes for Humanity at the
World Ethic Forum, Switzerland 
“How Homes for Humanity are radically
enlivening their communities and regenerating
life on our Home Planet” – was the impact-
oriented focus of this workshop, embedded in the
2022 World Ethic Forum, co-created by three
Homes for Humanity: Sinal do Vale (Brazil),
Sekem (Egypt) and Home for Humanity France.
Participants from around the world actively and
passionately engaged with the transformative
common story presented by the three homes. 

7 August: "Chemins Pionniers" - Launch
At the heart of this (french) Earth Agora at  Home
for Humanity France was the launch of the   French
Version of Pioneering Pathways (beautifully done by
Theatre Director Julia Leyris), with participants
sharing their own unique pathways.  A Theater of
Transformation performance by Rama, together
with Master Musicians Paul Grant (Sitar) and
Sebastien Lacroix  (Dilruba) and the wise and
supportive presence of S.V. and Saroja Mani from
India made this a particularly transformative Agora.

“The Homes for Humanity workshop at the World Ethic Forum had a powerful and
emotional impact on me, still resonating. We experienced what people, led and
carried by a vision anchored in their heart, can achieve for the well-being of others
and our Earth home.” 

Simone Junod (Switzerland), Founder, Athena InsideOut Education
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 Earth Agoras Worldwide: Co-Authoring Our Common Story

21 July: The Power of Homes 
to Pioneer Planetary Regeneration 
At the Humanity Rising Global Solution Summit
convened by Ubiquity University; with Sujata
Khandekar (India), Dr. Daud & Christina
Taranhike (Zimbabwe), Dr. Maximilian Abouleish-
Boes (Germany-Egypt), Dr. Youssef Mahmoud
(Tunisia) and Dr. Rama Mani (India-France) &
Prof. Alexander Schieffer (Germany-France)

1 October: 
Ethnokino Festival in Bern  
Numerous co-creators of the
Home for Humanity Earth Family
participated in a lively Vision Talk
on 'Belonging to an Earth Family’ at
the Ethnokino film festival on
Belonging in Bern, Switzerland,
curated by Eda Elif Tibet and
Cihan Elci. 

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/28-august-2022-homes-for-humanity-at-the-world-ethic-forum-switzerland
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/1-october-2022-prelude-to-course-journey-tuning-in-to-the-innate-power-of-homes-at-the-ethnokino


 Societal Earth Agora in South Africa 
hosted by THMC, Sophiatown 
This participatory event on 24 October deepened our
collaboration with the historic and iconic community
organisation Trevor Huddleston Memorial Centre,
South Africa in Johannesburg's Sophiatown, built in
the home of former ANC President Dr. Zuma.
Opened by THMC's chairman Father Sam
Masemola, with a keynote by Dr. Youssef Mahmoud
(from New York), and a performance by legendary
African Jazz Musician Pops Mohamed ("live"), this
moving Earth Agora saw over 70 change makers and
community members voicing their future visions. 

Societal Earth Agora for Zimbabwe,
convened by Integral Kumusha 
(17-23 October): Showcasing Ubuntu-based
Community Renewal in Zimbabwe, celebrating the
accomplishments of Home for Humanity in
Zimbabwe and deepening the partnership, H4H’s
Co-Founders Alexander Schieffer and Rama Mani
conducted an intensive week's mission in Zimbabwe
hosted by Integral Kumusha’s co-founders Daud &
Christina Taranhike. The highlight was an immersive
Earth Agora at the Integral Kumusha in Mukoto
Village, Buhera North. With the active participation
of engaged villagers, enthusiastic school children and
representatives of local and regional constituencies,
and a national radio channel, the visions and actions
of Zimbabweans for a regenerative future surfaced. A
plaque was unveiled, a Baobab tree was planted
symbolically, and the Nhakanomics Transformation
Center, to lead Zimbabwe “from poverty to
prosperity” was felicitated.

"This profound event made us realize that it is within us to change our societies and that we
need to unlearn, to learn new ways of living. It evoked in us a hunger to transform and
preserve our Earth. Our community cannot wait for our next steps together!”

Violet Mohotloane (South Africa), Programme Director, 
Trevor Huddleston Memorial Centre 
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 Societal Earth Agoras hosted together with Key Local Partners

Earth Agora with Wisdom Keepers of
Original Nations
(21 December) On Winter Solstice, Wisdom Keepers
of Original Nations and diverse lineages offered their
visions and blessings for our collective mission. On
the same day, we welcomed EVOL, founded by Rico
Paganini, who convened this Agora, as a Home for
Humanity for Original Wisdom.

Societal and First Nations Earth Agoras: From Zimbabwe 
to South Africa to The Original Nations of the Earth 

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/24-october-2022-transforming-our-divided-world-into-a-united-home-for-humanity
https://youtu.be/euEdiHDTeJw
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/23-october-2022-partnership-mission-at-integral-kumusha-zimbabwe
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/21-december-2022-earth-agora-co-creating-home-on-earth-with-wisdom-keepers-of-the-original-nations


Earth Family Achievements

Earth Artistry Award  for life-long 
artistic contribution to humanity and the Earth 
awarded to Pops Mohamed, South Africa 

For his unique musical contribution to saving the precious
heritage of the Indigenous African music of our Elders,
bringing the music of our past into our present, and mentoring
younger generations of talented musicians for our common
future. (24 October)

Recognition and Expansion Award 
awarded to Mumtaz Shaikh and Rahul Gaware,
Co-Hosts of Home for Humanity Mumbai,
representing CORO-India and 
Savitri Women's Federation

In recognition of their selfless service of the past two decades as
grassroots community leaders, empowering every individual
and every home in their marginalised urban settlements in
Mumbai and rural Maharashtra, and in support of the
expansion of their collectively co-created Home for Humanity
to further benefit and unite their community, and inspire other
homes worldwide. (4 February) 
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 Earth Family Achievements

Every Year, Home for Humanity honours particular outstanding achievements among the
Earth Family Members. In 2022, a special "Recognition and Expansion Award" was created to
honour outstanding life achievements in service to humanity. This first award of its kind went
to India's visionary change-makers and community leaders Mumtaz Shaikh and Rahul
Gaware. The Earth Artistry event was awarded to legendary musician Pops Mohamed in South
Africa.

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/24-october-2022-home-for-humanity-awarded-to-pops-mohammed-the-earth-artistry-award


Women for the Earth:
A New Initiative 

The ‘Women for the Earth’ Initiative
champions exemplary women leaders who
are regenerating our Earth home through
their pioneering leadership. We mentor
emerging women leaders to step into
integral leadership roles, pursue their
purpose, and establish homes for humanity.
This new programme focus underlines 
 Home for Humanity's special commitment
to women around the Earth to strengthen
their vital role as drivers of societal
transformation towards more regenerative
futures.
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 Women for the Earth: A New Initiative  

Women for the Earth Award
for an outstanding contribution 
to regenerating our home planet, awarded to 
Christina "Moyo" Taranhike - Mai Chimuti

This award recognizes her embodiment of Women's
Integral Leadership for a Regenerative Future on Earth, as
manifested in her courageous, committed and innovative
contribution as Co-Founder of the Integral Kumusha,
Buhera Province, Zimbabwe. (19 October) 

Integral Women Leaders graduate with 
TRANS4M PhD, awarded by Da Vinci Institute, South Africa

Four Women leaders have successfully graduated with their ‘Integral’ Doctorate at Da Vinci Institute,
South Africa, in partnership with Home for Humanity’s TRANS4M Academy for Integral
Transformation. After years of undergoing a profound research-to-innovation process, with a deep
immersion in local context and culture, and working together with a strong innovation ecosystem of
co-creators on the ground, four groundbreaking PhD journeys were celebrated at an impressive
Graduation Ceremony in the premises of the Da Vinci Institute, near Johannesburg, on 24 October -
with Home for Humanity's co-founder Alexander Schieffer delivering the Graduation keynote.

Mayyada Abu-Jaber, 
Jordan:

Emancipating Women in 
Jordan via an Integral 

Framework for a 
Regenerative Ecofeminist 

Economy

Raghda Butros, 
Jordan: 

Qafilat al-Hikmawal 
Taharur: Integral Wisdom 
for Embodied Healing and 
Collective Regeneration in 

Bilad al-Sham

Lanre Kazeem- 
Abimbola, Nigeria: 

 African-Integral 
Communipreneuership 

Education (AICE), in the 
Ajegunle community in 

Lagos

Sister Esther Shebi, 
Nigeria:

Integral Fertility - A Holistic 
Approach to Women 

Empowerment and Social 
Transformation in and for 

Africa 

Artwork byAma Nyarko-Jones
Home for Humanity Team Artist 

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/19-october-2022-christina-moyo-taranhike-zimbabwe-was-awarded-a-women-for-the-earth-award
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/24-october-2022-integral-women-leaders-graduate-with-trans4m-phd-awarded-by-da-vinci-institute
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/24-october-2022-integral-women-leaders-graduate-with-trans4m-phd-awarded-by-da-vinci-institute
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 Women for the Earth: Transformative Activities

Special Women's Workshop 
in South Africa: Nurturing Women's
Leadership to Co-Create Home on
Earth in Johannesburg's Sophiatown 
Committed young women from diverse
townships engaged wholeheartedly in the
dynamic Theatre of Transformation process,
to step into their integral leadership, transform
powerlessness, and enact their optimal future.
The workshop was led by Rama Mani and
hosted by the iconic Trevor Huddleston
Memorial Center. (25 October)

Emerging Women Leaders'
Retreat
Home for Humanity held a number
of one-on-one Women Leaders
Retreats on its Integral Home
Campus to provide special support
for outstanding young women
leaders.

Women for the Earth Scholarships
Ten sponsored scholarships were given to
highly committed women for the Homes for
Humanity course-journey with mentorship to
develop their integral initiatives.

The Rise 
of the Divine Feminine 
Exceptional women luminaries and
young emerging women leaders
spanning four generations across all
continents, came together to provide
a powerful response to our world in
crisis grounded in deep feminine
wisdom. Each woman’s unique
expression, through art, blessings and
wisdom teachings, ignited our
collective alignment with the power
of the feminine, to support the
necessary transition of humanity to a
whole new level of maturity, care,
presence, and (inner) power. (31
August)

Women for the Earth - 
Transformative Activities

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/25-october-2022-women-s-leadership-to-co-create-home-on-earth-at-the-thmc-johannesburg-south-africa
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/post/31-august-2022-women-of-the-earth-wisdom-circle-online-video-conference
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 A "New"  Newsletter: "Our Common Story" 

Our Common Story

In 2022 Home for Humanity launched
a Newsletter to document the unfolding
journey of this growing community of
changemakers. We call it "Our Common
Story" to illustrate how we, as humanity
in unity, are jointly effecting whole
systems change for a regenerative
future.  Every few months, we add
another chapter to the unfolding story
of the ever growing Home for
Humanity planetary movement.

Our Common Story shares inspiring
stories from our community worldwide
through  films, images, narratives and
testimonies, of our latest developments,
activities, events, educational processes,
newly launched Homes for Humanity
across our planet, awards, and more. 

Our Common Story weaves the shared
threads, the emerging new story that we
are co-authoring as a planetary
movement, together with our partners
worldwide. 

Four fascinating issues of Our Common
Story were launched and widely
disseminated in 2022. 

Don't miss the next Edition 
of "Our Common Story". 

 

 
 

Our Common Story is more
than a newsletter. 

 
It is an inspiration for 

co-creation. 
 

It is an invitation 
to build, together, 

a regenerative future.
 

Sign up here!

https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/_files/ugd/9cefbc_e0fe46f8f43f4c4fb4e9ff6b0f5b6f53.pdf
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/_files/ugd/9cefbc_5a7f3466cee041a589c5bfee5a09a502.pdf
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/_files/ugd/9cefbc_fb61615fc18841fe931bf810d5036c1f.pdf
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/_files/ugd/9cefbc_d7254e642c0b4e74a0400a19101aca7c.pdf
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/contact-home-for-humanity
https://www.homeforhumanity.earth/our-common-story-our-newsletters
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MILESTONES 
FINANCIALS

CONTRIBUTIONS
Overview 2022 

 
In this concluding section of our Annual Report, we
highlight, in concise form:

The Highlight: If we wanted to single out a highlight
from this remarkable year, which constitutes a clear
Quantum Leap for Home for Humanity, then it is
the immense work and impact we have achieved
with absolutely minimal financial resources. 

This was possible due to the overwhelming support
we have received from so many co-creators. You will
see how much our contributions-in-kind outweigh
our financial resources. While we accept this support
with joy and gratitude, also as an expression of the
gift culture we nurture, we are fully aware, that from
2023 onwards we will need to raise significant
financial resources to be able to leverage our impact
and build a regenerative institutional fundament for
our organisational future. We welcome any support
in this regard, as we pursue, together, our mission of 
 Co-Creating Home on Earth. 
Thank you all!

MILESTONES - FINANCIALS - CONTRIBUTIONS - 2022 
 Facts and Figures



MILESTONES - FINANCIALS - CONTRIBUTIONS - 2022 
 Facts and Figures

Shamanic Scribe" by Karen Gulden, USA-France
Sculptor and Scholar
Gifted in 2022 to  Integral Home Campus' 
Earth Artistry Gallery,  France



Achievements and Impact Milestones

Unique Transformative
Education course-journey 

10 exemplary Homes co-
delivering and co-accrediting
54 Graduating Pioneers from
33 countries on all continents
54 new integral initiatives as
part of growing H4H
community of future builders
17 new Homes for Humanity,
most in Africa, Asia, ME.
Emerging Earth Campus of
interconnected Homes for
Humanity for human and
planetary regeneration 

PROGRAMME 2: 
PIONEERING

HOMES FOR HUMANITY
 

       offered online

MILESTONES - IMPACT - OUTREACH 2022

Youth Humanity Fellowship
initiated
2 Transformative Education
courses for integral
leadership delivered as
University Courses at
undergraduate and Phd level,
one onsite and one online
6 Visionary Integral
Leadership Retreats and one
collective Humanity Ques
for future building offered all
onsite at the Integral Home
Campus in France

PROGRAMME 1: 
COMING 

HOME
 Publication of Pioneering

Pathways, co-authored by 88
changemaker from 43 counties
aged 7 to 92, to catalyse Earth
Citizens everywhere in English
and French 
17 Earth Agoras: online, onsite
and hybrid and three societal
Agoras in collaboration with
local partners
3 Societal Agoras (Zimbabwe,
South Africa, First Nations) 
26150 Earth citizens
participating directly and
indirectly 
41  short films

PROGRAMME 3: 
CO-CREATING
EARTH HOME

 

 

Programme Outreach and 
Social Media Reach: A Quantum Leap 
In 2022, our Programme Outreach made a Quantum Leap.
From about 1458 people reached in 2020 and 6160 people
reached in 2021, we reached well over 35.000 people in
total through our programme activities around the world.
At the same time, we hosted onsite, on our Integral Home
Campus alone, over 400 co-creators and participants from
42 countries. This was accompanied by a massively
increased social media presence, across all channels. We are
particularly proud of our creative short videos which bring  
"Our Common Story" compellingly to a growing audience. 

2020: 1458

2021: 6160

2022: 35095

Programme
Outreach

Development
 



GOVERNANCE 2022
Inclusive Governance and Circular Organisational Structure

Our circular and inclusive
organisational structure: 

(i) in the inner circle: Our Core Team
of two full-time Co-Founders / Chief
Catalysts, Youth Humanity Fellows
(currently four, part-time) and
volunteers, working closely with the Co-
Chairs, Co-Directors of Homes for
Humanity and Co-Founding
Association Members

(ii) in the 'Homes' circle:  joint
visioning, planning, decision-making
and programme implementation with
10 Hosts of exemplary Homes for
Humanity, and new emerging homes for
humanity on all continents 

(iii) in the Earth Home circle:
collaborating with our wider
community, and local and global
partners, to catalyse our growing
community, 
to deliver on our mission - with
commitment, mutual support and joy.

Strongly Evolved Governance of Home for Humanity
 

2022 has seen an evolution of our governance and organisational structure that reflects our
integral values and approach, and our growth and maturation as a planetary, collective
movement of trans-cultural future builders. 

 

Earth Home: Planetary Level
Unity Circle: Shared stewardship for planetary well-being by two Co-Chairs, Prof Jean Houston
and Dr. Youssef Mahmoud. guiding the vision, values and strategy, hand in hand with the two
Co-Founders, Prof. Alexander Schieffer and Dr. Rama Mani serving as Chief Catalysts on a full-
time pro-bono basis, to innovate, catalyse, safeguard, and deliver on the vision and mission. With
close collaboration and inputs from integral leaders and like-spirited partner organisations, as
humanity in unity.

Homes for Humanity: Trans-Cultural Level
Distributed trans-continental governance and leadership by the Hosts/Founders of the ten
exemplary Homes for Humanity organisations across all continents, steered by Co-directors Dr.
Daud Taranhike and Prof. Alexander Schieffer and guided by Dr. Youssef Mahmoud, Co-Chair.

Coming Home: Local level
Shared co-creative governance by the six co-founding members of Home for Humanity
Association registered in France, steered by Co-Founders cum Co-Executive Directors, with
active participation and inputs by the Youth Fellows Core Team.

Organisational Structure 
Our circular, inclusive, participatory, non-hierarchical organisational structure empowers our
Youth Fellows, and solicits co-creation from our growing community and partners across
diverse cultures, to co-create an inclusive regenerative future for all.



 

Overview

In our third year of operation, we are proud
that we were able to further increase the
external funding received in 2021 (Euro
21.809), with a slightly more diverse funder
base, and to generate our first income. Part of
our funding from our seed donor has been
promised for a three-year period (2021 to
2023), with the prospect of continuation, if
other donors join. 
However, we wish to highlight that Home for
Humanity managed once again to deliver its
transformative programmes, with such
exponential outreach and impact in 2022, on a
remarkably low-cost base - entirely due to the
high level of voluntary work and commitment
of the core team and planetary community. 

FINANCIAL REPORTING 2022

The two Co-Founders, working full-time
pro bono as Co-Executive Directors, with a
low-cost, high-commitment, part-time
Core Team of Youth Fellows, were able to
deliver 2022's high-value impact, with
invaluable support from our remarkable
Co-Chairs, and inputs from Homes for
Humanity Hosts, and our community. 
As the major donations for 2022 were
received late in the year, the two Co-
Founders initially financed a significant
part of the expenses of 2022. However,
these late donations not only led to a
surplus in 2022 but also put us in a good
starting position for 2023. In fact, by
February 2023 we have already exceeded
the funding of 2022. Furthermore, we are
now well set to engage more purposefully
in fundraising to fulfil our ambitious
vision and strategic plan for 2023-2026. 

Funds raised in 2022
compared to 2021:

+ 43.5 % 

Integral decoration for the Event: "Transforming our Divided World into a  United Earth Family" - 
An Earth Agora in South Africa at Trevor Huddleston Memorial Center, on 24 October 2022 (United Nations Day) 



 

Contributions in Kind
  
Voluntary contributions had already been very
generous in 2020 and 2021. In 2022, we saw yet
another rise in both general contributions in kind
and cultural and artistic contributions. Based on
extremely conservative rates, we calculated the
total of non-monetary contributions  to be over
EURO 322.400, an increase of 46.8% compared to
2021 (Euro 226.400)

CONTRIBUTIONS IN KIND 2022

The percentage of cultural-artistic
contributions was, at over 15%, still very high.
We clearly noticed that the Home for
Humanity work and vision strongly inspires
artists, in particular also young artists, to
contribute - and to give creative expression to
the regenerative and inclusive future we are
jointly aspiring to build. 

Total Contributions 
in Kind 2022, 

compared to 2021:

+ 46.8% 

Remarkable!
The RATIO between Total Monetary Funding 

and Contributions in Kind, in 2022 is:

1 : 9,8



Merci, Thank you, Dankeschön, Grazie Mille!

Home for Humanity cultivates a culture of gifting and reciprocity to generate shared abundance, and
enable us to fulfil our mission with love and commitment. We extend our heartfelt gratitude on behalf
of the entire Home for Humanity family for the generous gifts in cash and kind that made our
remarkable impact in 2022 possible. Your Gifts helped us "fly".

 

GRATITUDE FOR YOUR GENEROSITY IN 2022
Celebrating the Culture of Gifting

Financial Gifts 
by Wilhelm Böllhoff, Germany; Barbara Doll, Germany;
S.V. & Saroja Mani, India; Meera Sethi, India.

Sponsorship of Scholarships 
SV & Saroja Mani (India); Meera Sethi (India); Armgard
Dahmen (Germany); Jonathan Chadwick (UK); Maysoon
Pacchachi (Iraq-UK); Ashok Ganapathi (USA); Thomas
Schneberger (Germany). 

In-Kind Gifts 
from our incredible Humanity Team members, Co-
Chairs, Founding Family, Homes for Humanity, Partners
& Collaborators worldwide supported us immensely in
2022. Special Gratitude to: Jean Houston, USA; Youssef
Mahmoud, Tunisia; Pius Leutenegger, Switzerland-Italy;
Thomas Schneberger, Germany;  Julia Leyris, France; Elif
Tibet, Turkey; Cihan Elci, Kurdistan. 

Cultural and Artistic Gifts
We deeply appreciate: Marko & Marika Pogačnik,
Slovenia, Simona Čudovan, Slovenia;  Enzo Ikah, DR
Congo; Pops Mohamed, South Africa;  Tatiana Speed,
Canada; Paul Grant, USA; Sebastien Lacroix, France; Ama
Nyarko-Jones, Ghana-Uganda-Germany; Loten Namling,
Tibet; Eda Elif Tibet, Turkey; Cihan Elci, Kurdistan; Mora
Neustadt, Argentina; Arjuna Hiffler Mani, France-India.

 A Special Thanks to our outstanding
 

YOUTH HUMANITY TEAM

In 2022, we celebrate the immense long-term
dedication of Kajsa Liedén (Sweden-India);
Paulina Jantos, (Germany); Muziwanele
Ngwenya, (Zimbabwe), Matilda Sangiorgio,
(Switzerland) and Josephine Böllhoff,
(Germany). We thank our short-term young
volunteers:  Ismea Guidotti (Switzerland); 
 Vanessa Nguyen, (USA-Vietnam); and
experienced, mature allies: Christina Martin
(USA) and Violet Mohotloane (South Africa)
You are all simply wonderful! We love you! 

Alexander & Rama, 
for the Home for Humanity family

 THANK YOU CHE AND KALA
Our heartfelt gratitude and 'au revoir' 

to Home for Humanity-France's dearly beloved  
cat 'Kala' (2005-2023) and dog 'Che' (2008-2023)

for a lifetime of joyful service to the 
planetary Home for Humanity family  

You have brought so much joy, care and wisdom to every one of us!
What exemplary Earth Family Members you were!



www.HomeforHumanity.Earth

Let's Co-Create Home on Earth 
from our inner homes, 

to our local homes, organisations and cultures, 
all together, for our One Home - Earth!


